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SYMPOSIUMt

Tocqueville and

Democracy in

America

Introduction

by
Joel

n the spring of 1831, Alexis de Tocqueville, a young French aristocrat, came to
America with his best friend, Gustave
de Beaumont, to study the new nation's
experiment with federal democracy. Some
166 years later, from April 1997 to March
1998, C-SPAN retraced the friends' journey in a televised series, "Tocqueville in
America." The network's coverage
brought back to our attention the work of
this remarkable observer of the young
United States and his monumental study,
Democracy in America. As "The Network
of Political Record," C-SPAN is one channel that many political scientists find important, if not essential, to follow. And,
certainly, one impetus for this collection
of essays was the participation of several
contributing authors in this ambitious and
well-received project.
Another was the realization that even
though Tocqueville is generally viewed as
a preeminent authority on American democracy, few political
scientists have read his
two-volume treatise in its
entirety. We may know
Lieske,

Cleveland State University that Democracyin America is profound and seminal, that it is liberally
quoted by elected officials and academics,
and that it established Tocqueville's professional reputation, both in America and
in Europe, and earned his admission to
the French Academy. But our understanding of him and his work often borders on
the superficial.
Yet another contemporary stimulus for
looking at Tocqueville again was President
Clinton's appointment in 1997 of a special
"Advisory Committee on Race and Ethnicity." Although this committee was created, ostensibly, to generate a national
dialogue on race, with the exception of
isolated and largely staged "town" meetings, this laudable objective has yet to be
realized. Nevertheless, as Tocqueville
pointed out, race was, and continues to
be, a fundamental and fundamentally divisive issue in American society.
Finally, it seems appropriate, as we ap-
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proach the next millennium, to take stock
of who we are as a "nation," where we
come from, where we appear to be
headed, and what actions, if any, are
needed to ensure our democratic future.
What the contributors to this symposium try to do, above all, is to take fresh
approaches that add to our understanding
of Tocqueville, the "student" who came to
study American democracy, and what he
learned about his subject that is important
for us and our students to understand.
Clearly, the two subjects, "Tocqueville"
and "Democracy in America," cannot be
easily separated for reasons that go well
beyond simple authorship. He is intellectually complex and difficult to comprehend, fundamentally conservative in his
values but liberal and progressive in his
ideals.
As the scion of a proud French-Norman
family loyal to the monarchy, Tocqueville
had been raised in the aristocratic tradition, and tutored by the "good abbe Lesueur," who taught him, as his father before the Revolution, the virtues of
religion, morality, and order (Pierson
1959, 7). From a stimulating series of
post-graduate lectures given by Professor
Guizot-"one of the greatest of the Doctrinaires"-that Tocqueville and Beaumont
attended in Paris as young magistrates, he
was filled with the ideals of liberty, equality, and social progress (11).
Later, while writing Democracy, he
rounded out his formal education by reading the great masterpieces of world literature, including the works of Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch, Machiavelli, Rabelais,
Cervantes, and Rousseau; The Federalist
Papers; and even the Koran, which reportedly repelled him (449). But his maternal
grandparents and a great grandfather had
been executed during the Reign of Terror,
and his parents barely escaped the same
fate. So we find in Tocqueville a type of
liberalism-moderate, intellectual, and
controlled-that is quite congenial and
engaging, whether we consider ourselves
left of center, right of center, or middleof-the-road.
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federal system that now consists of some 86,000 units of
s tate and local government.
The first two essays in this symposium focus on
In the final essay, I pick up on a theme that attracted
Tocqueville, his American journey, and C-SPAN's
rny interest as a graduate student many years ago"Tocqueville in America." The final three essays draw
.merican race relations. I explore what Tocqueville had
out and explore his ideas on three themes central to Deto say about the American race dilemma, the new chalmocracy in America and, ultimately, the success of the
1,enges to the democratic experiment that are posed by
Ameriour growing racial-ethnic and religious divercan demsity, and how the long-term future of Ameriocratic
THE
TOUR
can
democracy may depend as much on huTOUR
experi/ lATHE
man
nature and our ability to forge a new
ALEXIS DE OCQUEVILLE
exetriitment
democratic "nation" as on the system of
EXPLORING
DEMOCRACY
IN
AMERICA
self: pochecks and balances designed by the
litical
Founders to protect individual liberty and
May 9, 1831: Tocqueville and Beaumont arrive in
culture,
guard against political tyranny.
Newport, Rhode Island, to begin their American joiurney
federalfollowing a 37-day voyage from Le Havre. They return to
Paris in late March 1832.
ism, and
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